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them to ‘breathe with another lung’
for the first time. For many people,
their faith in Jesus Christ becomes
real rather than notional because it
is bound up with the beauty and
intensity of communal and personal
prayer and especially with the care
for the sick and needy.
Pilgrimage is related to suffering
because many people who go on
pilgrimage either have painful
illnesses themselves or have
illnesses which are concealed
because they are more illnesses of
the mind and heart. Often the best
way to overcome that illness is to
care for people so much less
fortunate than oneself and in
helping to heal others, one is healed
oneself. The resignation of those
who suffer intensely is a great
example to those who are seemingly
health and fit and reminds them of
their need for the grace, protection
and mercy of God.

The concept of Pilgrimage
His Eminence Cardinal Murphy-O’Connor reflects on the value of the pilgrim journey
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ILGRIMAGE IS SOMETHING DEEPLY

and at the same
time very communal. In a
pilgrimage the communal value of
being together in journey, in prayer,
in action, leads one to reflect in a
very personal way on one’s own
pilgrimage in life. Therefore, the
point of making a pilgrimage today
is precisely to take time out to focus
on what is essential in one’s own
spiritual journey, namely, a personal
love for God in Jesus Christ, a care
and consideration and love of one’s
PERSONAL

neighbour and, in some way, a
reaching out to people who are less
fortunate than oneself. These
characteristics are the basis of every
spiritual life but they are focused in
a unique way during a pilgrimage.
It is trust that pilgrimages are
usually undertaken by those who
possess the gift of faith. However,
like the man in the Gospel who
said, ‘Lord, I believe – help thou my
unbelief’ – each one is aware that
our faith can at times be fragile,

How to fund
a Pilgrimage
The OMV solution’s is highly successful

W

E THOUGHT IT WOULD BE

to put
together a short account
of how the OMV fund their July
Pilgrimage to Lourdes, because it is
a model that has evolved over time
to suit a very specialised target
audience – students.
INTERESTING

Students are notoriously
impecunious, yet since the average
age on the OMV’s July trip is
around 20, they are the lifeblood
of the organisation. Almost all of
the equipe leaders are at
university, and they represent the
spine of the Pilgrimage, providing
their years of experience of
working in Lourdes but still very
much in touch with those of
school-leaver age who may be
coming for the first time.
Many years ago it was decided to
establish a subsidy for the July
Pilgrimage, to ensure that it

remained affordable for students.
That subsidy is earned every year at
the White Knights Ball, making this
a fund-raising event of critical
importance for the OMV. None of
the Hospital Pilgrims in July are
required to pay anything, although
donations from them are very
welcome, and there is also a
significant subsidy for doctors and
nurses, since a week in Lourdes is
something of a busman’s holiday…
As a result, although the price for
last year’s OMV Pilgrimage was
£325 a head for helpers, the true
cost was nearer to £500 a head, so
the subsidy was about £175 for
each helper, or £35,000 in total.
This level of subsidy has remained
more or less constant for many
years, and a measure of the success
of this policy is that the July
Pilgrimage is always oversubscribed, and there is always a
good proportion of slightly older

weak, threatened and sometimes
even seemingly extinguished. That
is why people of strong faith, of
little faith and sometimes of no
faith, go on pilgrimage and reach
receives strength to find faith or to
deepen it.
A special help to pilgrims is that the
nature of pilgrimage is something
so entirely different from normal
life in the home environment and
places of work. Young people often
describe a pilgrimage as enabling

students with experience, who act
as team leaders and provide
guidance and knowledge.
The other peculiarity of Lourdes is
that the price of the Pilgrimage has
to be set very early in the year in
order to appear on application
forms. At least 50% of the cost,
however, is in euros, whereas all of
the receipts are in sterling, leaving
the Pilgrimage vulnerable to shifts
in the exchange rate. In the mid80s, there was one year when a 15%
drop in the pound against the
French franc caused the OMV
serious funding problems.
At this time it was decided to build
up some reserves to ensure that in
future years there would be a
cushion of funding in case some
unforeseen event occurred. As a
result, the OMV’s reserves now
provide financial income of more
than £10,000 every year to assist in
the OMV’s enterprises. In years
when the White Knights’ Ball is
significantly successful the financial
income is not needed for the
Pilgrimage, and it can then be
devoted to other OMV events, such
as the International Youth Camps of
the Order, the retreat weekends, the
grants for individuals to do
voluntary work, and also

The Order of Malta places a special
emphasis on the spiritual life of
each of its members. As I have
indicated above, it seems to me that
everyone is threatened to a very
great degree by the mores of our
culture in their own faith. The
Order of Malta gives witness in a
particular way to personal and
communal love of God expressed
through prayer and liturgy but also
is noted for its special care for the
poor and the sick. It seems to me a
pilgrimage, whether to Lourdes or
elsewhere, focuses these essential
aims of the Order in a way that is
most appropriate and most fruitful.
HE Cardinal Cormac MurphyO’Connor Archbishop of Westminster
14 October 2004

investment in badly-needed
equipment to ensure that the
volunteers and medical staff have
the tools to provide the best level of
care possible.
The OMV is a vibrant and
successful organisation, and the
way in which it has worked itself
into a position of financial stability
leaves it very well placed to
continue and expand its crucial
work with the young and with
people with disabilities. This
remains its key vocation.
Stephen Macklow-Smith and
Vivian Brenninkmeiujer

Message
from the
President

T

HIS HAS BEEN A YEAR of great
challenges for the world, and
for our Order, both in our
charitable efforts and our concerns
to continue to bring a Christian
message of hope and charity to
those who suffer in troubled regions
of the globe.

To examine the Order’s next steps,
at the end of January, members met
for a global strategy seminar in
Malta. Its scope was to examine and
plan how we as a worldwide
organisation need to think and
organise ourselves in the twentyfirst century in order to carry out
our commitment to our faith and to
the sick and the needy. This
commitment never ceases to be
relevant and it is just as significant
today as it was nine hundred years
ago.
This year, as part of our
understanding that effectiveness in
the field requires funding, through
our own Association we have
focused a major effort on
fundraising for the projects we help
and sponsor. We ran a highly
successful event, at which some of
you were present, with the
renowned Cirque du Soleil at
London’s Royal Albert Hall in
February, which raised some
£350,000. We continue to raise
money in other ways throughout
the year, as every year, and during
2004, over £90,000 has been raised
for projects abroad and at home.
We must keep up this excellent
work.
In all that we do, the spirit of
pilgrimage is ever present – our
own pilgrimage through life as well
as our active participation in
pilgrimages where we join together
as a community, in friendship and
in prayer, for those we assist, and
for each other. We are honoured by
the leading article in this
publication in which His Eminence
Cardinal Murphy-O’Connor, our
Confrère, has written on the
concept of pilgrimage. Let us take
heart and hope from his words.
May your Christmas be a peaceful
one.

Notre Dame de Lourdes

Rupert Loewenstein,
President

PILGRIMAGE

LOURDES 2004
It is the similarity of each Pilgrimage that becomes the draw

I

of our
surroundings in Lourdes that
makes it such a wonderful place
to spend a week in early May year
after year. Few who join us on these
pilgrimages do not return and many
have attended over twenty
pilgrimages. Each pilgrim has their
own small miracle to recount and
this year one who came as a
Hospital Pilgrim last year, suffering
from an incurable brain tumour,
returned as a helper and to start the
T IS PERHAPS THE FAMILIARITY

long process of proving his cure to
be miraculous.
That 250 busy individuals can be
organised into staffing and running
a temporary hospital for one week
says an enormous amount about
the highly professional team of
volunteers who organise this
pilgrimage. Some are knights and
dames of the Order, many are the
hardworking non-members who join
us each year.
It is the similarity of each
pilgrimage that becomes the draw.
The need for comforting words, the
joy that helping gives to all parties,
the visits to the Cachot, the prayers
under the trees, the processions
and the constant chat in the many
cafes. The leaving is always sad.
Peter Loyd

St Benoit, co-patron of Pilgrims

On being a Pilgrim

R
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to Lourdes
soon develop a devotion to St
Benoit-Joseph Labre, the copatron of pilgrims, but he also has
lessons to teach those of us who do
not visit Our Lady’s home in
Southern France.
EGULAR PILGRIMS

He was born near Boulogne in
1748, the son of a shopkeeper, and
made several attempts to join
various religious Orders. He was
continually rejected for various
reasons and so become a tramp, but
no ordinary tramp. Utterly
destitute, he begged his way to
Rome, and then all round the
shrines of Europe – Loreto, Assisi,
Bari, Einseideln, Aix-en-Provence,
Paray-le-Monial and Compostela.
He always went on foot, slept in the
open, picked up food where he
could and shared out with other
mendicants any money given to
him. His clothes were in rags, he

talked little and prayed much.
Above all, he accepted constant
abuse as ‘a fool for God’. After 1774
he remained in Rome, spending the
days in prayer in various churches
and the nights in the Colosseum,
the scene of the martyrdom of so
many early Christians. In the end
he was taken to a house for the
destitute, eventually collapsed in
church and died in the back room
of a shop whose owner had been
kind to him.
Above all, he was a true Pilgrim –
placing absolute trust in Almighty
God and allowing himself to be led
forward continually praying and
praising God. If only we could be
like him – never worrying about the
future, never complaining, always
living in hope, never despairing.
His feast day is 16 April.
Fra’Matthew Festing

that I
am left with after a
pilgrimage is one of
friendship: the confirmation of old
friendships built on memories and
love; the strongest of new
friendships built of mutual
experience, respect, team work and
the sound of laughter; renewing my
friendship with Jesus, seeking his
love through Mary through public
prayer but as often through those
many private conversations with
Mary, those many intercessions
asking for the friendship that only
Her guidance can bring; realising
that Her gift of friendship is a
prayer to share and without it what
a loveless vessel life would be.
HE OVERWHELMING SENSE

Nick Crean

Pilgrimage
to Lourdes
29th April - 5th May 2005
The Pilgrimage is booking now
and places are limited.
For more information, or a
booking form, please contact:
The Hospitaller
Peter Loyd
Mantle Hill
Bellingham
HEXHAM
Northumberland NE48 2LB

Peter Loyd
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OMV is one of the smaller
pilgrimages in Lourdes, with
40 pilgrims from Britain, 10
from Ireland and 200 helpers,
including chaplains, doctors and
nurses. You could dismiss them as a
Catholic equivalent of Club 18-30,
should you walk into their end-ofpilgrimage party that finishes with
the ‘Horse Race’ – a rundown of the
relationships that have developed
during the week and ‘the ones that
may be about to’. But Dom Raphael
Appleby of Downside Abbey, near
Bath, one of the founders of the
pilgrimage, says the volunteers
deserve to party. ‘They know the
work comes first. What amazes me
is how quickly they take to caring
for an elderly person who has to be
cleaned, dressed and sorted out.
They do it as if they’d been doing it
all of their lives.’ He was
particularly proud when the sister
in charge of the hospital where their
Hospital Pilgrims stay, said the
OMV were the ‘noisiest, untidiest,
least punctual of any pilgrimage
she’d ever met – but they showed
more real love and care for the sick
than any other’’.
HE

Kathleen Welsh, MBE Chairman of
Order of Malta Dial-a-Journey,
receives congratulations

Robert Adamson from North
Yorkshire would agree. A 50something former civil servant with
multiple sclerosis, he has come to
Lourdes with the OMV since he was
in his mid-thirties. He is a Baptist,
but his reasons for involvement are
not religious. ‘I think it teaches you
the value of vulnerability and
humility,’ he says. ‘I hate asking for
help back home, but here they’re so
eager, you feel churlish not to
accept. These are privileged kids
who don’t need to make beds, push
us around, give us cups of tea, take
us shopping. They do it because they
genuinely love people. And they love
people because they love God.’
Ed Plunkett of OMV is amazed by
the transformation of some patients.
‘We’ve had a lot of angry people
here. By the end of the week they
realise there is a lot more to life
than walking. They open up, form
relationships. Their lives change as
a result.’
Extracted from an article in The
Sunday Times, June 2004, by Nicola
Graydon.

The road to Santiago

T

team work is what counts
liaise closely with other National
Associations so that all aid work
undertaken is controlled on the
ground by a section of the Order’s
11,000 medical staff or 80,000
permanent volunteers. Every penny
that you donate to The Order of
Malta Emergency Fund goes
directly to those in need.

But the OMV showed more real love and care for the sick
than any other

HIS HAS BEEN A YEAR of many
Order pilgrimages, national
and international – among
them Walsingham and Holywell,
Lourdes and Santiago de
Compostela, the field of stars, the
most important Christian
pilgrimage of the Middle Ages.

Hospitaller activities:
As you will read elsewhere since
January we have contributed close
on £200,000 to the Order’s work in
South Africa, Sudan, Iraq,
Bethlehem, Congo, Bosnia, Serbia
and Rumania. Our Foreign Aid
Service volunteer group, under the
tireless direction of Nicolas
Reuttner, continues to seek out and
raise funds for our own British-led
projects. Our policy is always to

The noisiest, untidiest,
least punctual of any
Pilgrimage…ever met

Santiago was also where our
International Pilgrimage took place
this autumn. The Grand Master and
his entourage, together with
representatives of our Associations
around the world, observed the
Jacobean Holy Year of 2004, at the

atmospheric Cistercian Monastery
Santa Maria de Real de Oseira and
in Santiago’s splendid Cathedral, at
a celebration of High Mass where
the burning of the incense, a
practice since the 14th century,
mesmerised all in the congregation,
so much so that at the end of the
ritual, applause broke out.
At all of these sites, our members
shared their time, prayers and
sympathy and hospitality and
chivalry along the road to Santiago.
Ed.

INTERNATIONAL

My stay at Blessed
Gerard’s Care Hospice
BASMOM’s Vice President travelled to South Africa on
a Pilgrimage of her own

B

EAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE and
glorious sunny weather greeted
me on my first visit to Blessed
Gerard’s Care Hospice and Children’s
Home in the heart of Zululand at
Mandeni. I received a very warm
welcome from Clare Kalkwarf who
runs the hospice with Fr Gerard,
who sadly was not there as he was
fundraising for the hospice in
Germany. I was very soon able to
interact with the staff, patients and
children, a very rewarding and
humbling experience.

But very dark clouds are descending
on Africa and this area of Zululand in
particular, as an epidemic of AIDS is
threatening to wipe out a whole
generation of young people, ages
ranging from thirty downwards. Over
the last 10 years thousands of people
have died, leaving many families
with only grandparents and very
young children, many of whom are
HIV positive. One grandmother was
left with her young grandchildren
and nine graves on her small plot.
Many of the Zulu people have no
homes, food or money, and there is
83% unemployment. Also, the
traditional values of Zulu culture are
being eroded by Western influences promiscuity from both inside and
outside the family is the cause of this
epidemic.
The Hospice, which is 10 years old,
is on three floors and includes a
beautiful chapel, offices and visitors’
quarters. It is administered by Fr
Gerard, Clare Kalkwarf and a small
group of dedicated people. They rely
on donations to keep it going. For
example, just as the hospice was
completed they received a very
welcome gift of 40 beds from a donor
in America. There is also
accommodation for 20 children, with
good and safe access to play areas.
Many of them are HIV positive and
will probably only survive to the age
of 10. The children go to school and
live as normal a life as possible
within the confines of the Hospice.
Most are orphans and will remain
there, but some go home if their
families can provide for them.
The Hospice, which can
accommodate 40 AIDS patients, is
run by a totally dedicated team,
including Fr Gerard, Clare, a doctor,
nurses and helpers, many of whom

are volunteers. Volunteers from
overseas also spend time there
helping with the patients: Lillian
Mulloy from Newcastle Upon Tyne,
gives up a month of her holidays
every year to teach first aid to the
Zulus to enable them to work in the
hospice. She is doing valuable work.

Action abroad

The British Association’s Foreign Aid Service (FAS)
continues its work for the needy in the Balkans, Eastern
Europe and Africa

Clare is the most dynamic of people,
dedicating her life in recent years to
the care of the patients and children.
Also her respect for, and
encouragement of, all the staff, must
give them a great sense of purpose in
what they are doing for the sick and
dying. The Hospice is run with all
the Christian values and love it
deserves. Mass is celebrated each
morning and both staff and patients
may attend, Catholic or not.
During my stay, I accompanied a
nurse on two assessment visits some
miles away in a very poor area. On
both occasions we returned with a
patient requiring treatment. One was
a baby girl of about six months
whose mother was in hospital and
whose father was unable to feed her
as he had no money. She was severely
malnourished, having been fed only
on sugar water for three months.
Already while I was there she was
responding to an appropriate diet.
Hopefully she will be able to return
to her family.
The British Association, among
others, has given and pledged money
for the continuation of the work of
the Brotherhood, for which they are
most grateful. We are all remembered
in their daily prayers.
My final thoughts on these
memorable days are that this vital
and important work must continue,
to help relieve some of the terrible
suffering and pain of these poor
people dying of AIDS, and to help
educate them, as Clare and her team
are doing. As she says, if the
Brotherhood can save one life, all the
hard work is worth it. The work
these wonderfully dedicated people
are carrying out for the Zulus who
live in this very sad country is
magnificent. Please remember them
in your prayers.
For more information, the Brotherhood’s
website address is: www.bbg.org.za
Patricia Talbot
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UNDING THEIR PROJECTS

through events such as their
highly successful annual
dinner, the FAS has continued
development in areas and projects.
At this year’s dinner, over £20,000
was raised.
Disabled Children's Camp,
Romania:
In past years, the Romanian Malteser
have run a youth camp for the
underprivileged and disabled, to give
disabled children – who otherwise
have little or no access to nature and
outdoor activities – a holiday
experience and to integrate them
with other children of their own age.
This year, we provided the £1,500
needed to fund the camp, and about
30 disabled children and 30 helpers
aged 16-25 attended. The Romanian
group were joined by a youth group
from Hungary and they hope to
expand the project in the future,
and maybe even invite a team from
Britain.
Meals on Wheels in Cluj,
Romania:
As in many poor areas, those who
suffer most are the old, and in Cluj,
where pensions have not been
adjusted since the fall of
Communism, many pensioners
must beg to stay alive.
The Order runs a mainly volunteerbased organisation which takes food
and clothes to some of the most
needy. The aim is to raise their
quality of life at least to subsistence
levels. The project also actively seeks
material and food donations, locally
and from partner organisations. Our
donation has financed this project
for the coming year.
Rural First Aid, Grahovo, Bosnia:
In the rural area around BosanskoGrahovo there is a chain of totally
isolated villages where people are
returning to their homes after the

war. There is no electricity,
telephone, running water or public
transport. It is several hours’ walk
to the main road and from there to
town and nearest medical help.
Many people die unnecessarily.
The project we financed will train
and equip one person per village in
first aid and medical care. It will
also finance a one-off check up of
all the inhabitants by the Livno
town doctor. First Aiders will be
trained to recognise ongoing health
problems and the project will
become the basis of an outreach
programme to refer medical
problems to the town hospital.
Community care support, Mostar
Bosnia:
The city of Mostar was one of the
most brutal centres of fighting
during the war and is still unable to
offer support for many of its most
vulnerable and deprived people.
Funded by the FAS, a local
volunteer group has set up a care
programme that identifies these
needy people and offers them basic
support, both medical (with a
trained nurse) and sociopsychological (with a social
worker). The work involves home
visits for medical check-ups and
care, psychological support for the
victims and also lobbying to
support them through government
initiatives and practical solutions
such as finding food and medicines.

We financed this project in 2003,
and will expand the project to
include 12 more volunteers and
care for an additional 30 families
for the coming year.
Town Clinic, Comarnic, Romania:
In Comarnic, Eastern Romania,
there is only one medical clinic for
a town of 15,000 people.
The clinic is run by a group of six
doctors, who also sub-let an area to
a team of dentists. Together they
deal with all the community’s
medical requirements. The area is
poor and the GPs are not paid well
enough to invest in machinery or
structural work.
The building is under significant
threat, as the structures of the walls
and roof are becoming unsound.
The municipality has been unable
to find funds to support the
investment of the hospital and so it
risked closure. However, a joint
funding effort of the Ghika family
and the FAS has now financed the
renovation works, expected to start
in the spring of 2005. This should
ensure that the clinic remains open
and able to operate.
Nicolas Reuttner

For more information on BASMOM’s
Foreign Aid Service:
www.orderofmaltaFAS.org.

HOME
Spreading the word:
who we are, what we do
The Order’s international Activity
Report is now available in six
languages – English, French,
German, Italian, Portuguese and
Spanish. Every member should have
his own copy.

Help St John’s Hospice
Support the SUPER SALE at the Hall, Cadogan Street, Chelsea
Saturday 16 July 2005, from 10 a.m.

For more information: Anne Jaffray 020 7584 0249 or our Treasurer,
Philip Henderson 020 7731 5216

Visiting the lonely:
the Dames of London (DOLS)
Loneliness is an affliction often
found in big cities, which is why
the DOLS have established a
visiting service for the lonely,
elderly housebound.
The service, now in its second year,
offers a routine of visits to those
who cannot get out and who are on
their own, or whose families are far
away from them.
Please telephone Caroline de la Force
in the BASMOM office if you wish to
offer your services or to suggest
someone who would appreciate a visit.

Synonyms
The thesaurus offers an interesting
choice of synonyms for Force. They
include power, strength, energy,
vigour, compel, oblige – of which
the two verbs probably suggest a
frisson which Caroline well
understands when member action
is required, and the four nouns
represent her own contributions to
the needs of the membership. We
wholeheartedly thank our tireless
secretary, Caroline de la Force, for
representing all these descriptions
to the Association’s benefit, and
keeping us informed and cared for
over the year. Brava!

the Order of St John Trust Care Homes

important date for your diary

You’ll find everything from homemade cakes to antiques.
If you require extras, please contact
Caroline de la Force at the BASMOM
office on 020 7286 1414.

Caring for older people:

Terrified of all you
dames

Collaborating
in the field

An insight into the Ladies’ retreat at
Ampleforth

A visit to the Malteser
Hilfsdienst, Cologne

‘I’m terrified of all you Dames!’
declared Fr Bonaventure, on
meeting the Dames who had come
for the Annual Retreat at
Ampleforth. Fortunately, this
terror was quickly converted into
becoming not only our spiritual
adviser, but also into friendship.

Sharing information to become
more effective
To learn more about the hospitaller
activities of the German
Association, a delegation from the
British Association was the guest of
the Malteser Hilfsdienst in the
spring. They were briefed on
training methods, paramedical and
disaster relief services, home
visiting and, most especially, foreign
aid work.

Fr addressed us with an
informality and simplicity that
engaged both heart and intellect.
He offered a study of the psalms in
their various contexts and spoke
of holiness which he sees as
ineffably allied to beauty, and of
how it is an attribute given to man
by God. And he explained that
prayer involves relating to God,
not so much through long
invocations as through the level of
everyday life and activities, of
including Him in everyday
thoughts and actions. We so
benefited from the serenity and
spirituality of the Abbey that it has
been agreed that Ampleforth is the
inspired meeting place for our
future Retreats.
Shirley Kennedy

In recent years, the MHD
Auslandsdienst has developed
projects in Bosnia, Croatia,
Macedonia and Serbia, which have
included partnerships with
BASMOM’s foreign aid work.

Perspectives
The tradition in the Sacred
Infirmary at Rhodes was that the
knights went in procession through
the wards after Compline. They
chanted an invocation and asked
particularly for the prayers of the
sick. Thus the afflicted became the
intermediaries between God and
their benefactors.

There have been substantial
developments in commissioning,
planning and initiation of
construction during the year. A 68bed nursing/residential home was
commissioned in Didcot, replacing
a smaller residential home, with
work starting on a 60-bed
residential home in Witney due for
completion in the spring of 2005,
and work on an 80-bed home in
Oxford due to begin in spring
2005. A further development is in
planning in Chipping Norton
alongside a Primary Care Trust
complex, which will be a novel
departure for the Trust.

If you’ve news or views on any aspect of
BASMOM’s work or activities, please send them to
The Editor, The Hospitaller, c/e Caroline de la
Force in the BASMOM office.

‘So that important people should
not become proud, they should
reflect on the fact that they need
the prayers of those who are the
least in the eyes of the world.’
Summa Theologica IIa IIae, question
83, article 7.
(from: Letter from the Principal
Chaplain, Archbishop Maurice Couve
de Murville, 7 January 04)

The White Knights Ball
7th January 2005, 7.30 for 8.00pm
Grosvenor House, Park Lane
In aid of the Order of Malta Volunteers’ work with adults and children
with mental and physical disabilities
Dinner tickets £70 (£80 after 17th December 2002)

If you would like to be involved or donate a prize or make a donation please contact
Anne-Marie Jubber Tel: 020 8992 1969; Email: wkb@omv.org.uk

Nigel Stourton

John
Monckton
A very perfect,
gentle knight

J

MONCKTON was truly that.
All who had the privilege of
knowing him were impressed
by his courtesy and gentleness, his
integrity, his kindness. He inspired
great affection.

before joining Legal & General in
1996. Previously, he headed fixed
interest departments at Foreign &
Colonial and Barclays de Zoete
Wedd, the former investment
banking wing of Barclays.

Highly respected in the City, where
he ran one of the most successful
bond teams, he was managing
director (bonds) within Legal &
General Investment Management.
Tributes from colleagues across the
financial world emphasised his
thoughtfulness and great intellect
as well as his dignity and
professionalism.

A committed Catholic, John was
made a Knight of the Order in 1977
and throughout his life was
involved with charitable work. He
chaired the first White Knights
Ball, as well as the investment and
audit committee of the Orders of St
John Care Trust, whose Chairman,
Nigel Stourton, remembers him as
a marvellous servant to the Trust.
He was a serving and greatly valued
member of the BASMOM Council.

OHN

Educated at Downside and Lincoln
College, Oxford, where he read
classics and modern languages, he
always said he went up to read
classics and to indulge his passion
for cricket.
He was called to the Bar in 1979,
but decided against a legal career
and went to the City, specialising in
fixed income investment markets,

John Monckton was a devoted
husband and father. A colleague
who spoke of him speaks for us all:
‘a very kind, very gentle, very
intellectual, very thoughtful man’.

John Monckton,
1955 – 2004

Dates for the Diary, 2005
Council Meetings

Tuesday 27th January
Thursday 28th April
Thursday 15th September

Annual Retreat
Lourdes Pilgrimage
Corpus Christi
Venerable Order Service at St Paul’s
St John’s Day
OMV Lourdes Pilgrimage

3rd – 6th March
29th April – 5th May
26th May
Saturday 18th June
Friday 24th June
Saturday 23rd
– Saturday 30th July
Thursday 17th November
Thursday 24th November
Thursday 24th November
Sunday 27th November
Sunday 4th December

After Dinner Tickets £35 (£40 after 17th December 2002)
Please contact Jessica Dallyn for tickets Tel: 020 7350 0379
Email: jessica@dallyn.freeserve.co.uk

An increase in age of new entrants
has been marked – their average
age is now 85.

Obituary:

St Thomas Aquinas

Did we hear about it?

In Wiltshire the first turf was cut at
a ceremony on 5 November, in
what is hoped to be an expanded
redevelopment undertaking in the
county. If there are no further
archeological finds on the site, this
60-bed residential home, due for
commissioning in March 2006, will
include a number of close care
units. Also a first in the Trust’s
development.

Annual Dinner
Formation Day
Annual Requiem
Northern Day of Recollection
Douai Day of Recollection
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